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dry roast - if you want your coffee to be especially strong, you might like the dry-roasted,
espresso-like style of coffee, like keurigs, red eye cups, and most new american/english

cappuccinos. dry-roasted coffee will have a much brighter flavor than the medium-roasted, but it
is still mild. medium roast - if you don't want to be overly strong, but you are looking for a nice

mild flavor, this is what most of the americans/english/waldencoffies are looking for in their
coffees. if you roasted your own coffee, you can get this type of roast by putting your coffee in a

medium oven. but make sure to pull the oven out quickly, when the beans start smelling
"toasted". you do not want to place the coffee in a hotter oven if you want a medium roast, but
if you push the oven to 550 degrees, you will get a very dry, tasted coffee. depending on the
roast level, you can use a coffee grinder (very recommended) or manual grind the coffee. a

coffee grinder will often produce a finer grind than a manual grinder, so for smaller amounts, a
manual grinder would work. i personally use a coffee grinder that has a chipper, so i get a finer

grind. does altitude effect how the coffee reacts i am at 4000 feet above sea level. i am roasting
with a pan on the stove and as long as i keep constantly stirring and stay below a medium flame
the roast is even, but the first crack does not stop until the beans are well into being burned as
per your photos. there are some differences from one bean type to another, but i do not think i

have ever archived the second crack.
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so, given how all of
this roast flavor is

achieved, what can
be done to the coffee

once roasted? the
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main two processes
are:**germinating** -
growing the beans by
introducing oxygen to

the beans from the
air**drying** -

dehydrating the
coffee so it can be

stored or ground into
the medium grind

that is recommended
for espresso having

trouble with the
fiddling and stirring?
if you are roasting

more than one batch,
you can transfer the
beans to a secondary

roaster (with a
different roast level)

and move the cooking
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batch from the "hot"
pan to the

"secondary" roaster.
tip: when roasting

coffee with
conventional stove-
top roasters, the key

is to use a low
temperature for the
majority of the roast.
if you go too fast, the

beans often burn;
when slow, the

resulting flavor is
often flat. use a slow
cooker-its lower heat
and longer duration
allow the beans to

roast slowly, without
any risk of

overheating.
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remember this! if the
coffee in the oven is
still greenish, it is not
roasted. if you have
reserved the green
beans, they will not
seem "toasted" but

will be firm, small and
with the green tinge

that coffee beans
take on when they

are first roasted. we
do not recommend

keeping the beans in
the oven too long.

each roast has its own
idiosyncrasies. the
roast is not fully

developed until the
beans have browned.
many people want to
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use the oven as a
roasting device, but

at this point, it
becomes more of a

reheating device. the
general rules of
thumb: q level q

(short for quality) is a
term used in coffee to
describe the overall
quality of the coffee.
you can purchase q
cups of coffee online
(or ask your favorite
barista what the q

level is of their coffee,
that's usually the

right way to go!) only
for $1 or $2 more

than your favorite red
eye cup a coffee drink
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that is popular in asia.
they are usually hard
or extra hard, roasted

to almost a black
color, and their coffee
is stronger and less
sweet. red eye cups

are the original cup of
espresso or espresso-
like coffee in a lot of
places. some people

love them, others
hate them. if you

would like a good cup
of red eye cup, try

pouring some freshly
brewed espresso in a
highball glass. it's a

great way to
experience a cup of
espresso/cappuccino
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for the first time
without getting your
hands all dirty. this

can also be done with
english breakfast tea,

which has less
caffeine than coffee

(just try to choose the
strongest bag).
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